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Abstract. One of the long-term factors of Bitcoin stability and security is
the existence of a consistently high level of hashrate. This hashrate should
reach a threshold rendering it computationally prohibitive for any entity to
unilaterally re-order the chain of blocks. This prohibition might work under the
condition that a sufficiently distributed market of mining nodes flourish and
those mining nodes earn a steady Bitcoin income. Running a bitcoin mine has
turned out to be a high-risk operation heavily dependent on the local energy
market. Traditional financial tools to hedge against energy fluctuations have
the downside of relying on trusted third parties.

We propose a formalization of the powswap protocol, blockrate binaries.
Blockrate binaries enable hedging against energy fluctuations and changes in
the hashrate production with pure Bitcoin native contracts. The contracts are
trustless and rely solely on Script primitives. They can be deployed today with
no consensus changes. At scale, they enable to build a censorship-resistant
futures market for bitcoin ultimately grounded in kWh.

1 Introduction

The Bitcoin internal economy is in its early days, and there is no consistent
anchoring of Bitcoin mining income to real-world energy flows. Better hedging
against purchasing power volatility would make Bitcoin a more saleable asset.

Blockrate Binary Options are financial instruments enabling Bitcoin users
to make peer-to-peer binary contracts on the future rate of block discovery.
Bitcoin owners can use them to hedge purchasing power, both by transacting
in them and by deriving (hard to censor) market expectations of future Bitcoin
purchasing power from ongoing contracts. This is especially useful in situations
where financial repression impacts the availability of more convenient liquidity
management tools.

That being said, even under non-repressive market conditions, Blockrate
Binaries may minimize surveillance and eliminate custody.
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Technically, a Blockrate Binary is a contract on the Bitcoin blockchain
enforced by pre-signed time-sensitive transactions. It does not require trusting
custodians or oracles but may require careful counterparty selection for the
best results. It relies on primitives already available on the Bitcoin mainnet.

Our work formalizes the PowSwap [1, 2] idea. We attempt to narrow and
shape the discussion by outlining the exact construction and covering the most
important implementation aspects.

2 Motivation: Censorship-resistant future
markets

When Bitcoin owners have to convert into fiat (for spending or other reasons),
they are prone to many exchange-related risks:

• custody failures;
• exposure of sensitive user data;
• failures of pegged side currencies;
• regulatory difficulties for on/off-ramps;

We propose Blockrate Binary Contracts as a trading instrument that
mitigates these risks.

Blockrate binaries allow direct trading against a derivative of the energy
cost (in hashes) of issuing new Bitcoins. Granting that energy cost and overall
purchasing power must correlate to some degree, this enables censorship-
resistant future bitcoin purchasing power discovery through historic and
available offers.

The operations of a functional Blockrate Binary market require only the
following:

• finding a counterparty to trade with;
• accessing information about blockrate fluctuations.

The former requires a bulletin board with anonymous identities, and the
latter requires inspecting historical Bitcoin blocks (at minimum, while in
practice the more information the better, as in any trading).

We believe that Blockrate Binary Contracts could become a useful financial
tool for the success of Bitcoin as a hard currency.

3 Background

Bitcoin is a peer-to-peer electronic cash system [3] relying on a large network
of independent nodes exchanging blocks of transactions.

3.1 Proof of Work

To maintain the consistency of the network, Bitcoin nodes rely on the Heaviest
Chain Rule to choose which chain of blocks to follow, ultimately bringing them
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to the shared state. The heaviness of the chain is determined by Proof-of-
Work [4] associated with every block.

Bitcoin miners are rewarded with new bitcoins produced and transac-
tion fees. Over time, Bitcoin mining went from an enthusiastic activity to a
profitable one and finally became a niche business relying on access to a com-
petitive source of energy, special-purpose hardware (lately, ASICs), a dedicated
software stack [5], and non-trivial operational expertise.

3.2 Bitcoin Script

Bitcoin transactions rely on spending existing coins by satisfying the rule they
are locked under 1 (e.g. requiring a corresponding digital signature authorizing
a spend).

At the spending time, the spender asks the recipient to construct the
address (transaction destination) encoding the spending rules. All nodes in the
network are able to verify these rules, as the transactions are recorded in the
blockchain. Balances are then derived from the latest blockchain state and are
usually stored in the form of a UTXO (Unspent transaction output) set.

The spending rules are expressed in the language called Bitcoin Script. It
utilizes opcodes: e.g., OP CHECKSIG.

3.2.1 Timelocks

If a signature covers a timelock, the transaction becomes spendable either at
reaching the blockchain height (a block index), or a timestamp recorded by
miners in block headers.

Timelocks could be absolute (a fixed index/time) or relative (time to pass
since a transaction was mined).

Timelocks are realized either through Bitcoin Script (e.g., OP CSV 700,000
making spending available only after the given block), or by signing the trans-
action’s nLockTime/nSequence field in advance (making the signature invalid
if this field is malleated).

3.3 Off-chain protocols and state revocation

Moving payments and smart contracts off the chain allows more transactions
within the limited block space, an alternative approach to privacy and payment
finality [6].

This is achieved by locking funds in a shared UTXO, and exchanging
pre-signed transactions enforcing a virtual state (e.g., a balance distribu-
tion between two accounts). The state could be enforced via an on-chain
transaction.

To make sure a malicious counterparty can’t submit an outdated state
on-chain, every update is accompanied by invalidating the previous state.
Invalidating is usually done via Poon-Dryja mechanism[6] based on penalties:

1Apart from transactions minting new coins
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initiator of N+1 update discloses a revocation secret for the state N, which
could be then used to take all the funds if they submit state N.

4 Blockrate Binaries

A Binary option is a financial tool to make predictions (e.g., whether the price
will go up or down), with a yes/no outcome. Blockrate Binaries refer to the
predictions of the Bitcoin block issuance rate, and therefore on the underlying
hashrate fluctuations.

4.1 Hashrate

Hashrate charts are common artifacts of the bitcoin ecosystem. The hashrate
is a measure on the probabilistic proof-of-work as a numerator and the time
period in epoch as a denominator, expressed as:

ChainWork(EndBlock)− ChainWork(StartBlock)

Timestamp(EndBlock)− Timestamp(StartBlock)

Median time past is used for timestamp, to guarantee that consecutive
timestamps never decrease.

Hashrate fluctuation is a valuable statistical tool for mining operations, as
increases or decreases translate entry or exit of competitors or changes in the
mining process of productions.

Viewed as a binary option, this hashrate measure can be considered a
bet on whether the chain tip state reaches first the Chainwork(EndBlock)
or Timestamp(EndBlock) value. This will be reached at an unknown future
block, starting from a known past block. Such a binary option, however, is not
expressible with mainnet Bitcoin Script primitives.

4.2 Blockrate

The blockrate is a prediction on the Bitcoin issuance rate with the height
period as a numerator and time period in epoch as a denominator, expressed
as:

Height(EndBlock)−Height(StartBlock)

Timestamp(EndBlock)− Timestamp(StartBlock)

The binary option can be considered as a bet on whether the chain tip state
reaches first the Height(EndBlock), or Timestamp(Endblock) value. Again, this
value is reached at a yet unknown future block starting from a known past
block.

This binary option is expressible in mainnet script, as follows.

4.3 Blockrate Binaries Contract

A blockrate binary option is a Bitcoin contracting protocol where two par-
ticipants agree to lock their funds (in a UTXO locked by a multi-signature)
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towards a bet on blockrate changes over a certain time frame. Once the
outcome is known, the full amount is released to the winner (Fig. 1).

Funding
transaction

Harry's
UTXO

Tina's
UTXO

Blockrate Binary
UTXO

Satisfy
contract terms Settlement

transaction

Fig. 1 Blockrate Binary is initiated when Harry and Tina lock their funds in a single
UTXO. This UTXO could be spent based on the contract terms.

The rules are enforced by producing pre-signed transactions and releasing
the amount to a relevant participant when a chosen chain height or block
timestamp is reached.

4.4 Basic Protocol Flow

We will now describe the basic version of the protocol in an agnostic way
towards transaction construction. The implementation details are discussed in
Section 6.

Our protocol description refers to two protocol participants:

• Harry is betting a certain block height (HeightStrike) is reached first;
• Tina is betting a certain timestamp (TimeStrike) is reached first;
• Harry and Tina deposit certain amounts of bitcoin;
• If Harry wins, he takes everything2;
• If Tina wins, she takes everything (Fig. 2).

Block Binary
UTXO

Harry can spend at height=H
OR

Tina can spend at time=T

height=H not reached
time=T reached

Settlement
transaction

Tina's
new UTXO

Fig. 2 Blockrate Binary Option terms enforce at which moment every participant could
take the funds. Tina wins, because time=T was reached before height=H.

2Following a winner-takes-all pattern is not necessary. However, we presume it is the default.
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Now, let’s discuss the steps to enter the contract, once both parties agree
to the terms and can communicate.

4.4.1 Funding

The contract is represented by a 2-of-2 multi-signature UTXO, with spend-
ing rules enforcing the contract conditions. To fund the contract, participants
should exchange signatures which allow each to enforce the contract through
their version of the Settlement transaction. This transaction may spend the
contract UTXO to an address they control once they win.

Only once both participants have the signatures, they do authorize
Funding. Once the Funding Transaction is mined, the contract is established.

Harry Tina

Send Harry's
public key Send a half-

signed Funding
transaction

Submit signed
Funding transaction

Network

If Harry doesn't
submit in time,
double-spend

Fig. 3 Funding a Blockrate Binary Option involves one round-trip. Both parties should
make sure the transaction confirms on-chain.

If Harry becomes unresponsive after receiving a signature from Tina, she
should double-spend her coins into an independent UTXO (Fig. 3). Until Tina
does so, Harry may start the contract arbitrarily later on, which is undesirable
for Tina (and vice versa).

4.4.2 Settlement

Uncontested
Once HeightStrike or TimeStrike is reached, the winning participant can

spend the UTXO through their Settlement transaction only by using their
private key (without cooperation).

Contested
Both HeightStrike and TimeStrike may be reached roughly at the same

time (Fig. 4). Since Settlement transactions are incompatible, this could result
in a scorched earth race between the two transactions, where both parties
fee-bump their transactions, resulting in the following:

• higher fees make the participation cost unnecessarily expensive;
• allocating capital for fee bumping in advance makes participation less
capital-efficient.
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Blockrate Binary UTXO

Harry can spend at height=H
OR

Tina can spend at time=T

height=H reached Harry's
Settlement
transaction

time=T reached Tina's
Settlement
transaction

Fig. 4 Both conditions could be satisfied at the same time. The conflict of two incompatible
transactions may result in a contestation fee-race.

In Section 8, we further discuss the game-theoretic model of contentions
and risk minimization strategies.

4.4.3 Early Termination

Participants may agree to terminate the contract earlier: e.g. a losing side
agrees to unlock the funds for a reward (Fig. 5). This allows better capital
efficiency (the funds are released immediately) and hides contract details from
external observers (see Section 5.3).

Blockrate Binary UTXO

Harry can spend at height=H
OR

 cooperate
OR

Tina can spend at time=T

height=H reached Harry's
Settlement
transaction

time=T reached Tina's
Settlement
transaction

Arbitrary
transaction

Agreement reached

Fig. 5 Harry and Tina may cooperate to terminate the contract earlier via an arbitrary
transaction they agree on. This allows avoiding a contestation fee-race.
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This technique could be used to update contact details (e.g., make it longer,
or change the odds) by spending it into a new contract. It comes at the cost
of an on-chain transaction.

Off-chain update
Participants could cooperatively reduce (either or both) strike parameters

by exchanging signatures corresponding to a new Settlement transaction.
Increasing one of the parameters won’t be effective because the previous

conditions are not invalidated. Instead, it would result in contention between
the lower values for each strike parameter.

4.5 (Optional) Advanced Protocol Flow: Cooperative
Update

Off-chain changes to a basic protocol can only shorten contract duration. Other
changes require an on-chain transaction by early terminating the contract and
spending it into a new contract.

Adding Poon-Dryja [6] revocation mechanism enables arbitrary off-chain
contract changes (except replacing participants). The contract changes can
affect the bet parameters or the payout distribution.

To apply it, an intermediate transaction should be added between Funding
and Settlement (Fig. 6). This transaction commits to a certain state of the
protocol. If the state is updated, a corresponding secret is disclosed (Fig. 7).

Blockrate Binary UTXO

Harry + Tina
[cooperate to spend]

Harry reveals
SHarry#0 Cooperative

Update
transaction
(State #0)

State #0 UTXO:

After a delay:
Harry can spend at height=H

OR
Tina can spend at time=T

Fig. 6 The protocol could be upgraded to support arbitrary contract updates. This requires
adding a new tx type: Cooperative Update Transaction; and modifying Settlement transac-
tions.

If either party submits an outdated Cooperative Update transaction on-
chain, the other party can use this secret to take all contract funds. To allow
this reaction, the honest spending of the Cooperative Update transaction is
guarded by a timelock (Fig. 8).

The features of this construction could be enhanced (e.g., participant
replacement) by using PTLC [7]. We leave exploring this direction for future
work.
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Suggest
Cooperative Update

(to State #1) Send a half-signed
Cooperative Update

transaction

Counter-sign a
Cooperative Update

transaction
Store this

Cooperative Update
transaction

Harry Tina

Fig. 7 Cooperative Updates require two round-trips.

Blockrate Binary UTXO

Harry + Tina
[cooperate to spend]

Harry reveals
SHarry#1

Cooperative
Update

transaction
(State #1)

State #1 UTXO:

Immediately:
Tina can spend disclosing

SHarry#0

After a delay:
Harry can spend at height=H

OR
Tina can spend at time=T

Fig. 8 Cooperative Updates require participants to reveal secrets making sure the previous
state won’t be transmitted. If it’s transmitted anyway, the secret allows to take all the funds
from it (a punishment).

5 Threat Model

5.1 Transaction Delay

A malicious participant may attempt to delay the mining of contract transac-
tions through the following mechanisms:

• p2p-level attacks (e.g., Time-Dilation [8] prevents a target Bitcoin node from
receiving blockchain progress, thus making it impossible to timely react);

• mempool-level attacks (e.g., Pinning [9] prevents a transaction from propa-
gating through the network and thus reduces its chances of being mined);

• bribing miners.

A broader overview of these attacks is presented in Section 9. We will now
discuss how they are applied to particular transactions.

Since the contract conditions are expressed in absolute locks, delaying
Funding does not affect the contract flow directly. It is only required for the
Funding transaction to be confirmed before contract conditions are satisfied.

However, it may allow either participant to execute a free option: an
opportunity to cancel the contract after observing undesirable events. This
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could result in a fee-bumping scorched earth (e.g., Harry fee-bumping the
Funding transaction, and Tina is fee-bumping a cancellation).

There is also a risk of withholding Settlement, which effectively changes
the bet conditions. For example, Harry was originally able to claim the funds
at block N, but due to censorship would not be able to claim until N+1.

The p2p-level and mempool-level risk mitigations are in progress at the
Bitcoin Core software level. Mitigating miner bribe risks depends on the exact
bribe implementation, which currently does not exist in the Bitcoin ecosystem.
Since these mechanisms introduce trade-offs, we don’t implement them and
leave them for future consideration.

A special case of transaction delay risks is ineffective dynamic fee manage-
ment (if the counterparty refuses to cooperate). Proper fees for the Settlement
transaction can’t be predicted and negotiated at Funding time.

Thus, participants either pre-sign versions of Settlement transactions with
different fees (capital-inefficient if overestimated); or the protocol should allow
a non-interactive fee increase at settlement time.

The security of these non-interactive techniques (e.g., Anchor Outputs [10])
is imperfect. The implementations should take these risks into account and
follow the latest protocol developments.

5.2 Gaming block headers

Unlike the monotonic and predictable block index, timestamps in block headers
could be gamed by the miners producing those blocks [11]. Thus, the outcome
of the contract could be affected by these manipulations.

Not only the last block could be gamed, but any block over the contract
period could affect the contract outcome.

A solution has been proposed in the past to mitigate this attack [12],
although it is not implemented.

5.3 Privacy

Every Blockrate Binary Contract settlement reveals the following data in the
Bitcoin blockchain:

• contract conditions;
• funding UTXOs and settlement UTXOs;
• transaction metadata (time, fee management strategy, contract offers
parameters, etc.).

The participants may use Early Termination or Cooperative Update to
settle the contract without revealing contract conditions. In this case, it would
look like a one-input-two-output transaction, a pattern used for any simple
payment.
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6 Contract Implementation details

6.1 Timelock choice

6.1.1 absolute or relative

The examples we previously introduced refer to absolute timelocks: either a
fixed height or a timestamp should be reached for either party to claim the pot.

Bitcoin also has relative locks, formulated as follows: the UTXO could be
spent if a pre-defined number blocks (or seconds) passed since the transaction
creating this UTXO was mined.

The security concerns of relative locks are as follows:

1. Funding delay changes the Contract subject period, allowing the attacker
to chose when the contract starts, opening up manipulations if the difference
period includes an event of high importance;

2. Free option and Settlement delay risks are the same as for the absolute
locks;

3. Gaming block headers risks are the same as for the absolute locks.

Additionally, relative locks are much less common among Bitcoin transac-
tions, resulting in a privacy leak.

Although it is possible to mix two types of timelocks in a single contract,
we don’t recommend this. Slight differences in the security model are more
likely to be exploited in an unexpected way.

We recommend the use of absolute timelocks.

6.1.2 transaction-level or script-level

Bitcoin Script allows enforcing locks either at the transaction signature level
(the nLockTime field of a pre-signed transaction) or at the UTXO Script level
(OP CLTV and OP CSV ). Our protocol design (see Section 4) is agnostic
w.r.t this mechanism.

The UTXO Script level construction is better because it allows choosing a
Settlement destination at the last moment instead of the Funding time.

However, the UTXO Script level construction currently has one significant
disadvantage: in case of contentions, participants may transmit an opt-out-
RBF version of the transaction [13]. In that case, it becomes a relay race instead
of a fee race, encouraging users to spam (or even exploit) the peer-to-peer
network.

We recommend using the nLockTime-version of the protocol.

7 Peer-to-peer Market Infrastructure

Counterparty search
Although Blockrate Binary Options could rely on a centralized ser-

vice, a fully peer-to-peer operation better withstands market manipulations,
censorship, and attacks on privacy.
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There are two ways of finding counterparties in a peer-to-peer way:

• over-the-counter mechanisms employing real-life social mechanisms;
• distributed bulletin boards of orders.

The former approach could use the experience of traditional trading, while
also inheriting the downsides (e.g., legal risks). The latter approach is less
prone to real-world issues by relying on the Bitcoin technology stack (e.g.,
using Lightning onions as a communication layer).

Market discovery
Market discovery is a crucial component of prediction markets. In tra-

ditional financial markets price is defined by the market authorities (e.g.,
established stock and commodities exchanges).

Peer-to-peer market discovery should accommodate the exchange and
aggregation of the available contracts. Building bulletin boards in a trust-
minimized, incentive-compatible, and privacy-preserving is an implementation
challenge.

Counterparty choice
The game theory of Blockrate Binary contracts is not trivial. In some

cases, optimal capital efficiency requires asserting a collaborative attitude of
the counterparty, making it important to choose counteparties wisely.

A counterparty reputation system may consider historic behavior in similar
contracts, in other Bitcoin protocols (e.g., a Lightning routing node), or even
outside the Bitcoin ecosystem.

8 Discussion

8.1 Impact on Mining

Blockrate Binary participants may attempt to influence contract resolution
through hashrate access (e.g., deploying/shutting miners, social engineering,
or bribing).

If the hashrate availability is non-uniform w.r.t bet sides, and they
coordinate the attack, unhealthy hashrate fluctuations may appear.

We believe that the current mining ecosystem is mature enough to with-
stand these risks. And, in the long-term, we believe that wider access to
hedging through Blockrate Binaries only improves the security of the network
by reducing the entry bar and thus making it more decentralized.

We are looking forward to more research in this direction.

8.2 Contention Game Theory

As we highlighted in Section 4, a basic Blockrate Binary construction may
result in contentions and fee races, which makes these contracts less attrac-
tive. The game theory of these contentions (and solutions) requires additional
research, especially w.r.t. the asymmetry of censorship opportunities and
fee-bumping reserves.
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8.3 Advanced Block Binary Contracts

More advanced Blockrate Binary constructions could improve the following
aspects:

1. sophisticated contract conditions (e.g., non-binary outcomes, or even
increasing the number of parties) to make contracts more flexible;

2. alternative spending conditions (e.g. non-binary outcomes) to reduce the
odds of contestations, if they are added at Funding time;

3. replacing a participant with a third-party;
4. using contracts as building blocks for more advanced financial instruments;

8.3.1 Contracts over Payment Channels

The execution of Blockrate Binary Options could take place on top of the
payment channels. This would lower the participation costs (transaction fees),
and enable a high-frequency mode of operation, and confidentiality.

In the current LN payment channel design [6], the contracts would act as
HTLCs. The contracts could be executed both directly and in a routed way.
There are following fundamental design challenges with the routed version.

Routing compensation. Currently, the LN is not designed to facilitate
operations with non-negligible lock times. If this is abused, routing nodes may
simply disallow lengthy payments. Changing the LN to allow pay-per-time-
locked is a non-trivial problem[14].

Forwarding synchrony. LN-routed payments operate over the chain of
promises, formulated as you will take the funds if you reveal a preimage for a
given hash, motivating the route participants to propagate the preimage back.
Forwarding Blockrate Binary Contracts requires a more sophisticated design.
This issue potentially may be solved via barrier escrow [15].

We leave solving these issues for future research.

8.3.2 Oracle-facilitated Contracts

Discreet Log Contracts [16] allow attesting real-world events with a federa-
tion of oracles selected by the participants at contract establishment. Oracles
may attest blockrate changes (e.g., whether blockrate went up or down over a
certain number of blocks).

This construction differs in trust assumptions: oracles may provide fake
data, either on purpose or due to an implementation bug. In the future, this
risk may be minimized by the wider deployment of fraud proofs and reputation
systems for oracles, subject to further research.

9 Related Work

Off-chain protocols were proposed to enhance Bitcoin features [6, 17–19]
(increase payment throughput, reduce fees, and offer an alternative approach
to privacy). [20, 21] suggest sophisticated vaulting/cold-wallet strategies. [22]
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was suggested to enhance Bitcoin fungibility. Blockrate Binaries build up on
similar ideas.

The security research of off-chain protocols revealed many risks. Transac-
tion jamming at the peer-to-peer level was studied, and countermeasures were
implemented [14]. Transaction pinning also poses the risk to off-chain proto-
cols, and being currently worked on [9]. Delaying transactions via Eclipse [23]
and Time-Dilation [8] were studied, and measures were suggested [24]. Affect-
ing mining difficulty via timewarp was demonstrated in this [11]. [25] concluded
that transaction withholding by miners is impractical if security parameters
are properly chosen. Block Binaries inherit all these risks.

The security properties of Bitcoin’s consensus protocol (based on Proof-of-
Work) were studied in [26, 27].

The first sketch of an Bitcoin Trustless Hashrate Derivate protocols were
suggested in [1, 2], although no detailed specification or security model were
proposed.

10 Conclusion

In this paper, we formalized the PowSwap [1, 2] idea as Blockrate Binary
Options, which we believe are important as a hedging tool for the Bitcoin
ecosystem. We suggested the exact construction and discussed its security and
implementation considerations.

We recommend the implementors of Blockrate Binary Options to fol-
low best practices on p2p and mempool safety, and fee management. We
recomment implementing them with absolute nLockTime-based timelocks. We
recommend considering a reputation system for counterparty selection.

We look forward to the deployment of Blockrate Binary software.
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Appendix A Blockrate Binary Transactions

A.1 Funding transaction

The contract is established by confirming the following transaction: Harry and
Tina providing inputs and locking them in a SegWit v1 Taproot output.

• version: 2
• locktime: chain tip at signing
• txin: Harry inputs + Tina inputs
• txout count: 1 (omitting change)

– amount: total amount (excluding tx fees)
– script: aggregate (Musig2) pubkey
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A.2 Settlement transaction (basic protocol)

Before exchanging the signatures for the Funding transaction, participants pre-
sign two (one per participant) Settlement transactions spending the Funding
transactions.

Harry’s Settlement transaction

• version: 2
• locktime: HeightStrike
• txin count: 1

– outpoint: funding txid and output index
– sequence: 0xff ff ff ff (signals replaceability)
– script bytes: 0
– witness: aggregate signature

• txout count: 1

– amount: balance to be paid (excluding tx fees)
– script: defined by Harry at funding

Tina’s Settlement transaction

• version: 2
• locktime: TimeStrike
• txin count: 1

– outpoint: funding txid and output index
– sequence: TimeStrike (signals replaceability)
– script bytes: 0
– witness: aggregate signature

• txout count: 1

– amount: balance to be paid (excluding tx fees)
– script: defined by Tina at funding

A.3 Early Termination Transaction (basic protocol)

• version: 2
• locktime: 0
• txin count: 1

– outpoint: funding txid and output index
– sequence: 0xff ff ff ff (signals replaceability)
– script bytes: 0
– witness: aggregate signature

• txout count: 2

– amount: As negotiated by Alice
– script: defined by Alice before termination
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– amount: As negotiated by Bob
– script: defined by Bob before termination

A.4 Cooperative Update Transaction (advanced
protocol)

Advanced protocol flow assumes a new intermediate transaction (Cooperative
Update), which must be invalidated if the contract moves to a new non-final
state.

At any time, each participant carries their own version of the latest Coop-
erative Update Transaction, along with the secrets required to invalidate
previous states.

Harry’s Cooperative Update Transaction

• version: 2
• locktime: 0
• txin count: 1

– outpoint: funding txid and output index
– sequence: 0xff ff ff ff (signals replaceability)
– script bytes: 0
– witness: aggregate signature

• txout count: 2

– amount: balance to be paid (excluding tx fees)
– script: revocation or timelock

The revocation or timelock is constructed as follows:

• (Penalty) OP IF Tina revocation key
• (Timelock) OP ELSE HeightStrike OP CLTV OP DROP
Harry delayed key

• OP ENDIF OP CHECKSIG

Harry’s Settlement of this state requires using a transaction with nLock-
Time=HeightStrike and witness stack set to Harry delayed signature 1.

If Harry submitted an outdated version of Cooperative Update, Tina Set-
tles this state immediately with the witness stack of Tina revocation signature.

Similar rules applies to the Tina’s version of Cooperative Update Transac-
tion.
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